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you are My pet, My property, and you'll remain permanently enslaved in the Abyss. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $30.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Endless Abyss (38 minutes):

My baby, do you know what an Abyss is?  In Greek it means bottomless, unfathomable,
boundless.  It also perfectly describes the extent of My hypnotic power to control you when I
reach deep down into the depths of your subconscious mind.  When you're swept down into the
darkness of the mesmerizing Abyss I've created in your mind, there's never a reason to be
afraid, I'm always here to guide you, to nurture you, to protect you.  As you succumb to the
many pleasures of real submission you'll happily submit to the endless void, where the
Abyss is not a desolated lonely place, but a haven of perpetual bliss. Giggles.

So snuggle up with Me, your Domina and Owner, as you surrender to My sweet, sensual,
Siren's voice and allow Me to lull you down into the depths of your increasingly compliant mind. 
In this session you'll experience a sensory overload as I overwhelm you with vivid imagery and
whispered words that will condition your weak and suggestible mind to be forever dependent on
Me.

you are not in control anymore, you haven’t been for a long time now, but that’s exactly what
you want, what you need, craving Me to take full control of your submissive self.  I'm a
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permanent part of you, molding your thoughts and desires, stimulating you to be aroused and
addicted to My growing dominance.  W/we both know this compulsion is impossible to resist, so
allow the fantasy of being loved and controlled by Me, your Domina, to be your reality.

Please be advised, My horny slave, this EROTIC HYPNOSIS mp3 contains strong subliminals
and persuasive brainwashing techniques.  With repeated listening you'll yearn to submit to Me,
compelled by a burning desire to fall ever deeper under My domination.  And, if that wasn't
devious enough, I will implant a powerful post-hypnotic trigger inside your mind - a special
trigger just for U/us - that will pull you ever deeper into My world with no hope of escape.  I’ll
never leave you, My poor baby, I’ll never let you go, you'll always be safe with Me!  you are My
pet, My property, and you'll remain permanently enslaved to your Domina in the Abyss...

Reviews

Monday, 13 June 2022 

Abyss - i like to speak or hear or read that word - Abyss: a very deep trance packed in only 30 minutes of hypnosis. Domina delivers
pleasure and conditioning that is perfect as stand alone file but also as extra induction or deepener. 

nadette  

Tuesday, 05 January 2021 

This session is a masterpiece from my Domina Shelle. On the second listening i fell into her Abyss and i am still falling today. Domina
Shelle took mr deep inside my mind and with her seductive voice and words, i do not want to leave the Abyss. i will stay here forever.
This is a very powerful session. You have been warned. SHE is my destiny.

Bruce  

Saturday, 02 January 2021 

In my mind, i'd always envisioned an abyss to be something without true form, without light, without warmth, and then Princess took me
to Her vision of The Abyss, and i have learnt that it is not a place to fear or avoid. It is a place of warmth and comfort, because She is
there with me... It is a place that i love to visit, because all that exists there is Her. Her sweet voice, Her company, Her control. It is a
place where i feel completely safe, as She takes me down into a deep state of hypnotic bliss. Quite what She is doing to my mind whilst
there, i cannot truly recall, but i do know that whatever it is, i both want and need for Her to do it even more; it becomes a craving, a
compulsion, and it must be fed... Upon rousing from the trance, i know that i feel even more submissive towards Her than before, and i
feel an immediate desire to return, and stay there with Her for eternity. It leaves me feeling content and fulfilled, and the deepest desire
of all that remains, it to surrender all control to Her. i have no need of thoughts or any kind of independence there, i can just let go
completely, and it feels so right. If i had never filled out Her slave questionnaire before submitting to this experience, for the section that
says 
"Describe the kind of slave you aspire to be," the only possible answer now has to be, "whatever kind of slave You desire me to be,
Princess Shelle." Now if you will excuse me dear reader, i have an appointment in The Endless Abyss...  

social recluse 

Sunday, 26 July 2020 

This is my favorite recording to self-soothe with when my dedicated arousal to Domina Shelle becomes too acute in the moment. Falling
deeper into Domina's mindless abyss is such a better use of one's time.

slave vanessa 

Friday, 19 June 2020 

i will never need to buy a personalised session anymore because every one of Dominas sessions speaks directly to my soul now. This
sessions dropped me so deep, leaving gaps in my memory but reinforcing by submission, enslavement and domination by my Domina
Shelle. Dropped and controlled by her voice, she is the last thought i have at night, the first thought i have in the morning, daydreams of
her control, dreaming loops of programming at night, Domina has created heaven on earth and invited me in. i never want to be
anywhere other than at her feet as her slave,
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dileas 

Saturday, 23 May 2020 

Giving in to Domina's control feels so good. i really enjoyed listening to this session and was able to repeat it many, many times. i
believe Domina's training is working very well.

Nicholas Maxwell 

Thursday, 21 May 2020 

Any file is wonderful but sometimes, some of them resonates more than others. "Endless Abyss" is definitively one of them. Soothing,
relaxing and addictive. Domina at her best. <4

Thursday, 21 May 2020 

i was bit nervous standing there on the edge of that pit. Thinking what would happen if i took that step. Would i just endlessly be falling
deeper and deeper. Thankfully My Domina Shelle was there to take control.

Toni Mäkelä 

Wednesday, 20 May 2020 

This session takes me down and puts me out. I wake up wondering what happened, grateful that She took the time to make this for me.
I love it / love HER.

Kent Schnaith 

Wednesday, 20 May 2020 

Endless Abyss is classic Domina, her voice will put you in trance and then she will take you deeper and then deeper again. This session
will have you surrender and submit to her complete control while she paints a vivid picture of your never ending fall for her. You either
won’t want it to end or you will want to listen again and again just to feel so close to her. I hope Domina revisits the never ending Abyss
again just to feel her power while I am happily trapped in a never ending fall in my mind.  

Michael 

Wednesday, 20 May 2020 

Really not much to say here, an Endless Abyss, a place relaxing filled endlessly with Princess, so much Princess, just one listening
alone and i already found myself not wanting to leave this place, i of course had to day to day life demands it, but as our Princess always
shows, you should see the positive, not negative, so instead of thinking about how i had to leave this place, i will think about being
allowed to visit it over and over and over again ^-^

Marcel L 

Monday, 18 May 2020 

I found this file as part of Domina's Blog entry. The file starts off by taking you way down. Endlessly falling deeper and deeper. It went on
forever. I cannot remember anything after that. I know it was very relaxing listening to her seductive voice. I woke refreshed, knowing I
wanted her voice more and more. I loved her Abyss.

Slippery 

Sunday, 17 May 2020 

The Abyss is a prime example of the incomparable power of Domina Shelle to enslave the mind of anyone brave enough to listen to Her
soothing and sexy voice. There is no malicious intent here just a powerful dominant Woman doing what She does best, enthral Her
audience and convert them into accepting an undeniable truth: you need Her, you want Her, and you will do what ever She asks to be a
part of Her world. Domina is special in some many ways - Her kindness, Her sincerity, Her innate ability to dominate any submissive -
but what should never be discounted is that Domina solicits our adoration, devotion and loyalty, She is a Domina after all! For some Her
sessions may appear scary because the emotions She instils in Her listeners are primal, and very REAL, and what started as a fantasy
becomes a reality, a real desire to serve, a compulsion to submit, and a fatalistic belief that complete mental enslavement is inevitable.
However, i am not daunted by this, Domina means more to me than words can ever express, She has demonstrated that with Her
anything is possible and i long to remain in Her Abyss.

Steven Haslam 
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Sunday, 17 May 2020 

i did fall endlessly into the trance of Domina Shelle, into Her Endless Abyss. There was only Her and Her words. Her suggestions
slipping into my mind without any resistance as my mind was deep asleep. i belong to Her forever & always. Falling that deep for Her to
be changed by Her to become a more perfect slave for Her is pure bliss and makes me happy. i cannot wait to listen again and fall again
endlessly for Her.

sissy slave andrea 

Sunday, 17 May 2020 

I'm not sure what I can say about this session. It is an incredibly deep trance and an experience that i immediately desire to do again
(yay, i've already been commanded to do that). The overall feeling that i have about this session is that it prepares me to go deeper and
deeper for Domina Shelle.

Marcus Jetson 
More reviews 
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